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November 14, 1997
Hullo Phyllis
Thanks for the cartoon - what a very cross looking face I had on - but it
seems as though cross is OK if it gets the thing done. I am sending you both
of the documents - I made a presentation to the TRC on prisons and then
the second one on Judges - let me know what you think . As before I am
now working for myself but a little more organised - this is our letterhea d ..
we just got awarded a tender if you can believe it - to produce and distribute a poster on HIV AIDS to all government buildings - all 32 000 buildings ... bit of a nightmare but manageable I think - and hope.
Amy Christie and Kate are a lot more human they are at a lovely stage of
their lives. Kate is a demon but gets away with it with her sisters who have
grown up a lot - they have become a little patronising in fact - don't worry
about that Mum, it doesn't matter, we don't mind (this after their ageing
mum has dropped a glass or two on the floor. Anyway, they are all loving
school and seem to be developing well. Are you coming up here at all - I
could guarantee you a reasonably quiet visit - and if you came to stay your
room would be at the other end of the house. Spoke to Michael Lapsley the
other day- he seems to be in good spirits but wants God to be subpoenaed
to the TRC - which I think might be a very good idea if he could be traced.
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Robert is Foreign Affairing still and seems to enjoy most of it - I am busy organising a demonstration against him for dealing with Suharto of Indonesia
whilst the east Timorese are being bea'f¥!n and killed - am not sure how he
would react to me outside the offices at the Union building with a suitable
placard ..
Let me know about Sukthi - is she happy and/or well I and her baby? and how
would I contact her (in all possible worlds .. me being the worst possible contacter on
earth) Speak to you soon
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